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Grant Davis

2011
This is the first edition of the

Badge in 2012 and it looks like this

could be another momentous year

for the licensed cab trade. 
Last year, despite constant sniping

from the usual malcontents within

the trade, the United Trade Group

was successful in defending the

threats to the Knowledge Of

London, The proposed outsourcing

of both licensing and compliance

from Palestra, and also the

introduction of the night time rank in

Charing Cross to name but a few.

Last but not least, the introduction

of the green / yellow identifiers. ( I`m

sure the LTDA and Unite will not

mind me saying that these came

about mainly due to the persistent

efforts of the Club )

As Chairman of the Club I am

proud of the fact that if we believe

something is right and just, then we

will stand our ground and see it

through to the end no matter what

the consequences.

So what for 2012?
We have all read and seen the

goings on at Abacus in the City

and once again the licensed trade

has been badly let done by the

judicial system. We at the LCDC

feel we cannot sit back and watch

the trade be decimated by poorly

drafted legislation.
The legislation currently in place

regarding satellite offices is

obviously failing miserably and

unless this is amended in the future

the outlook for us is very bleak.

We at the Club feel that a satellite

office in a venue should be no more

than a telephone on the wall just like

you see in supermarkets, why do

you need a guy with a clipboard?

We feel that this is just a ruse to

circumvent Hackney Carriage Law.

It is time for the United Trade

Group to start flexing its muscles,

for if the Authorities choose to keep

ignoring the problem, then we must

take to the streets in numbers just

as we did a few years ago for our

trades survival.

“For evil to flourish it only requires

good men to do nothing” Mr Simon

Wiesenthal

Another pressing issue is the

constant persecution of drivers from

London boroughs and their over

zealous parking enforcement. It is

becoming increasingly difficult to

carry out our job where we are

issued with fines just for doing just

that!

Allowing just 2 minutes for setting

down and picking up passengers is

totally impractical.

We recently had a member who

received 2 PCN`s on the same day

whilst in the process of picking up

his passengers.

£130 a day in fines just to go to

work is sheer madness. Although he

appealed, he was told that when

picking up his passengers he should

find a parking bay.

What colour is the sky 

in their world?  
The LCDC supported the campaign

against Westminster City Council

regard regarding their new parking

regulations which proved highly

successful and they were forced to

be abandoned. Surely the trade

needs to work together and stop this

nonsense.

��and finally 
I would like to wish Steve

McNamara all the very best in his

new role as General Secretary of

the LTDA. We have worked together

on trade issues in the past, and I

welcome him into the lions den with

open arms!

Editorial
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Statement of Principle

This Statement of Principle
relates to Transport for
London’s Taxi and Private
Hire (TPH) department which
plays a vitally important role
in public safety, both under
the Safer Travel at Night
Scheme and in enforcing
legislation and regulation. 

Background

Transport for London has
been planning to privatise the
London Taxi and Private Hire
Department. These plans
were characterised by a
failure to carry out any form

of public consultation, and
included cuts to staff vital to
the licensing and inspection
of taxis throughout London. 
We believe that their plans

might lead to a reduction in
safety to London’s travelling
public. 
A group of organisations,

acting together, influenced
LTPH management to withdraw
their privatisation proposals
from the last meeting of the TfL
Finance Committee and to
consider in-house provision of
TPH services.

Principles

We are committed to the

following fundamental principles
regarding TfL’s Taxi and Private
Hire activity:

• the safety of people using 
any form of taxi in London 
must be the overall priority 
and must not be 
compromised;

• the TPH department must 
be adequately and properly 
staffed to avoid any 
reductions in the number 
and quality of inspections, 
investigations, licences and 
contacts with drivers and 
members of the public

• the number of Compliance 

Officers should be increased
to enhance the Safer Travel 
at Night Scheme.

• there should be full and 
meaningful consultation 
about the impact of any 
changes to the Taxi and 
Private Hire activity, 
including in relation to 
policies.

We remain opposed to any
privatisation that will impact on
the safety of the users of taxis
and mini-cabs through cuts to
staffing or reductions in
inspection and licensing
regimes.

United trade group joins tssa
to stop out soucing at Palestra
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LABOUR maverick Diane

Abbott faced fresh calls

for her sacking last night

— after she branded

London cabbies racists. 

The shadow junior health

minister claimed on Twitter

that the capital's taxi drivers

do not pick up black people. 

She tweeted: "Dubious of

black people claiming

they've never experienced

racism. Ever tried hailing a

taxi I always wonder?" 

The explosive comment,

posted on January 3,

emerged days after she had

claimed that white people

love to "divide and rule". 

That remark came in a

tweet following this week's

jailing of two white racists

for the murder of black

teenager Stephen

Lawrence.

In trouble 

... Diane Abbott this

week
It sparked calls for her

sacking amid accusations

that she was being racist —

and furious Labour leader Ed

Miliband ordered the 58-

year-old black Hackney MP

to apologise. 

Ms Abbott did say sorry. But

last night she was back in

the firing line as fuming

cabbies urged Mr Miliband to

drop her from his shadow

ministerial team. 

Sun cabbie Grant Davis —

who interviewed Ms Abbott

in the back of his cab during

the Labour leadership

contest — said: "She's guilty

of peddling outdated racial

stereotypes. 

"There are thousands of

London cabbies from all

sorts of ethnic backgrounds.

They just reflect the society

we live in. 

"Ed Miliband should show

guts and sack her. She's

shown herself to be

completely incompetent.

How can anyone have

confidence in her?" 

Diane Abbott in new row
Fury at ‘racist cabbies’ slur

L.C.D.C committee member joins Evening Standard’s Voices 2012

Diane Abbott is in trouble with cabbies for Tweeting comments

Darryl Cox, 60- Cabbie from Brent 

Used to run his father's printing business before joining the taxi rank. Lives

with his wife and has two sons in their thirties, one of whom is also a cabbie. 

Fears for 2012: The increase in violent crime in London, particularly knife

and gun crime, is worrying. 

Are the royal family good for London? Yes, as last year's wedding

showed. They have never been so popular as they are today.

Hates about London: The lack of co-ordination between the various

boroughs and TfL, especially when it comes to dealing with utility companies.

So much of the chaos we have to endure could be avoided if the people

responsible took a more co-ordinated approach before embarking on any

major scheme in the city.

Mayoral pick: I'm undecided but I think Boris will probably win - I voted for

him last time. 

Darryl Cox L.C.D.C committee member has been asked by 

The Evening Standard to join the reader’s panel and give his views on life in London 

MY VIEW
Sun Cabbie

Diane Abbott should be

ashamed of herself for branding

hard-working London cabbies

as racists. 

These kind of negative

stereotypes are very dangerous. 

It's appalling that she thinks she

can accuse a whole group of

people of being racist. 

Doesn't she know thousands of

cabbies are black and from

ethnic minorities? 

This is a woman I interviewed in

my cab when she ran for the

Labour leadership. 

But is she really up to the job

when she smears white people

one day, and London cabbies

the next? If I had Ed Miliband in

the back of my cab, I'd tell him

what he needs to do. 

If he really wants Labour to be a

credible party once again, then

Diane Abbott has to go. 

- Grant Davis
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VeriFone tip balance in drivers favour
VeriFone have been leading a

global payment revolution that is

now making a big impact in the

licensed London taxi trade. They

provide the systems that enable

credit, debit and contactless

payments. Drivers will recognise

the VeriFone logo on the handset

when paying for things like diesel

and groceries.
The trade is now embracing card

payment as the way forward. Radio

Taxis recently signed up with VeriFone

making them the preferred payment

provider for their fleet.

Last September VeriFone acquired

Taxi Media. The move enabled the

scale of a major institution to combine

with the oldest advertising contractor in

London, creating a powerful

organisation that is already helping fleet

owners and drivers in the capital. Mark

Roberts, VeriFone VP and the man who

helped establish ‘chip & pin’ in the UK,

was delighted to join forces with Asher

Moses, former driver and taxi

advertising entrepreneur. “VeriFone are

a huge success in the New York taxi

industry and have always admired the

iconic London taxi. With Asher’s help

and contagious enthusiasm, we’ve now

made a real long-term commitment to

the trade in London.”

VeriFone recognise that drivers have

been under increasing pressure

recently, and are investing in the trade

by adding value and convenience for

drivers and passengers, and rewarding

fleet owners and drivers who adopt

early with generous incentives.

Providing a card option and ‘on-board’

TV channel on hi-tech new screens is

important as many fares are using other

‘more convenient’ forms of transport

and paying by credit, debit or Oyster

card. 

Moses recalls the original card swipe

machines. “This is a far cry from the

crude systems of the 90s. It’s the

realisation of a dream to see such a

safe, secure and simple card payment

solution for drivers”.

Fleets and drivers can choose to have

card systems installed, although in

many cities there’s no choice. In New

York, taxis must accept cards by law.

Many say it’s only a question of time

before similar regulations are

introduced here. When that happens,

drivers are likely to incur charges for

the kit. For drivers that sign up now,

VeriFone have waived all costs for at

least five years, and are even offering

incentives to help establish the London

fleet. It’s clearly working as there are

thousands of VeriFone taxis in London

already.

VeriFone report that passengers

regularly use cards to pay fares now.

Many drivers report huge fares that

they could only take thanks to the card

payment facility. Gary Batten earned a

£300 fare from an RAF pilot and John

Barham took £238 on a company credit

card from a passenger who was

grateful that he didn’t need to use his

own money.

More tips as VeriFone take leaf out of

Dickens book

Oliver Twist famously asked for “more”

in the workhouse. They weren’t as

accommodating as VeriFone. When

their drivers asked for more in a recent

survey, VeriFone were happy to oblige.

Tips are more forthcoming when

passengers pay by card. Passengers

are automatically asked how much they

want to tip. Before the survey they

could choose 5%, 10%, 15% or ‘other’.

Drivers collectively said “We want

more”. Accordingly, VeriFone changed

the system, getting rid of the 5% option

and replacing it with 20%. 

The reprogramming of all VeriFone

systems in London was easy. Not one

taxi was taken off the road for

upgrading as VeriFone can interact with

the card hardware and digital screens

without inconveniencing the driver.

Once fitted, upgrades and uploads are

handled remotely.

If you would like a VeriFone
system in your taxi or fleet, 
call VeriFone Taxi Solutions 
on 07824 394 751, 07921 407 503
or 07917 018 157 or visit
www.verifonetaxi.co.uk

VeriFone are 100% committed to the licensed taxi trade - Asher Moses
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Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

The directors of HALTS have

circulated a document at

Heathrow under the grand title

of the Collaboration

Agreement. According to the

agreement, any trade

organisation that criticises the

rip-off voucher scheme that

HALTS operates from the taxi

information desks, risks being

banned from taxi trade

meetings and negotiations. 
Not content with making threats

against Heathrow’s trade

organisations, the megalomaniacs in

HALTS office are also demanding

that trade reps must sign a

declaration of support for HALTS

business schemes. Do these arrogant

HALTS directors really believe that

they have the power to bar their

opponents from acting as negotiators

at taxi trade meetings ? Bad news

about HALTS  latest endeavours

always travels fast within the

Heathrow taxi community and last

Monday angry drivers gathered in

HALTS  feeder park office. A very

junior HALTS  spokesman was

shouted down when he whimpered,

Colin and Howard have got to be

given a free hand to ensure the

growth of the Heathrow taxi product .

HALTS directors and members of

their entourage seem to suffer from

very short memories and they

conveniently forget what happened

when Colin Evans & Co were given a

free hand to impose the services of

Haltpay and Journeypay on Heathrow

drivers - both businesses folded.

TfL and Fixed 

Fare Vouchers 
LCDC records show that at least

two directors of private company

HALTS have been informed by

Transport for London that a metered

fare is the maximum fare payable for

all compellable journeys arranged at

Heathrow’s taxi information desks.

Without going into what in TfL’s view

constitutes a booking and what

doesn’t, passengers who are directed

to a Heathrow rank immediately after

purchasing a taxi travel voucher from

a taxi desk can’t possibly be obliged

to pay more than metered fares for

compellable journeys. The LCDC is

due to meet TfL representatives and

allegations of sharp practice at

HALTS desks are high on a list of

issues that deserve to be given an

airing. The LCDC intends to ask TfL

to clarify and confirm - not only what

TfL is to say about HALTS fixed fare

schemes in the very near future - but

also about what TfL may have

already said to BAA Heathrow and to

HALTS in the recent past. 

Fare Fixed by Driver on Terminal 1

On Friday 3rd of February following

a taxi trade meeting attended by BAA

and TfL, groups of drivers in the

canteen were arguing that if fares into

central London can be legally fixed

and at the taxi information desks then

the same rules must apply on the

ranks. Several drivers were adamant

that all credit card jobs into town from

Heathrow could be done for a fixed

price, so long as the price was

agreed with and prepaid by the

passenger. Later, on Friday evening

there was a major incident on

Terminal 1 when an NSL rank

attendant overheard a driver offer to

take a passenger to Euston station

for a fixed price of £75 plus a 10%

credit card surcharge. The attendant

told the driver that he had to do the

job on the meter or he (the rank

attendant) would order the driver off

the rank. The passenger intervened

on the driver’s behalf and told the

attendant that he had been quoted

over £100 by the taxi information

desk for the same job. The driver

ignored the rank attendant and

started to drive off with the Euston

passenger on board. The rank

attendant shouted to the driver that

he would be reported and with that

the cab stopped and the passenger

got out and said to the attendant : Are

you stupid or is it me ? This cab is

taking me to Euston for £75 and I’m

saving £25 on the fare they wanted

me to pay them in there. If you really

must make yourself busy go in there

and find out what is going on at your

information desk. Is Friday’s incident

on T1 a one off reaction or are more

Heathrow drivers ready to take action

on the ranks to undercut HALTS rip-

off prices ? Personally, I wish the

Police had been called to the rank, it

would have been interesting to see

how they would have dealt with the

passenger’s allegations - not against

the driver - but against HALTS. 

New Powers 

for the CAA 
The LCDC was recently invited to

attend a meeting with the Civil

Aviation Authority (CAA). There is a

brand new Regulatory Policy Group

at the CAA and one of the purposes

of the meeting was to hear advice

from the CAA about the likely effects

of amendments now being made by

Parliament to the Airports Act 1986.

The twenty-four year old Act lays

down the statutory rules under which

BAA Heathrow has to operate the

Taxi System. Amendments to the

Airports Act and the Enterprise Act

2002 will give the CAA extra powers

to take action over any breach of the

law which harms the collective

interests of consumers of services

offered at Heathrow and other UK

airports. Taxi passengers value clear

information and the LCDC took the

opportunity to explain to the CAA the

widespread dissatisfaction felt by a

majority of Heathrow taxi drivers, over

the prepaid fixed-fare scheme that

operates from the taxi information

desks. The LCDC has undertaken to

provide the CAA with detailed

comparisons between unregulated

fixed fares offered by the taxi desks

and normal regulated metered fares

charged by drivers who operate on

the airport’s ranks 

HALTS 

Latest Website 
HALTS advertises in black and

white language on its website that

Heathrow Taxis don t use meters,

so passengers don t have to worry

about which route the driver is

taking. If this is a sample of the

advice that HALTS gives out at the

taxi information desks, then there’s

no doubt that it’s calculated to inflict

as much damage as possible on the

reputation of the drivers who provide

a properly regulated taxi service

from Heathrow’s ranks. It’s not just

a rumour that HALTS desks are

trying steal work away from the

ranks and it’s not just a rumour that

BAA gift-wraps to HALTS over 12%

of the £6.54 gate money to fund the

desks. BAA must be rubbing it

hands with delight. HALTS is

beginning to look like BAA’s guinea

pig. If HALTS can build up a

flourishing taxi service from the

desks by operating them under

private hire rules, then all BAA has

to do is get rid of HALTS when their

contract runs out and put the so-

called taxi desks out to tender to the

highest private hire bidder. BAA has

emphasised at taxi trade meetings

that it has no plans to venture into

the credit card processing market.

But, there’s every reason to believe

that BAA would love to create a

revenue stream for itself from the

taxi information desks, by taking a

percentage share of the desk

operator’s annual turnover. During

the past five years several

confidential reports have been

compiled on how the original HALT

cooperative conducted business and

how HALTS the new company

conducts business. The bleak

picture that these reports paints is

that the Heathrow taxi industry

deserves a clean break from Colin

Evans & Co. The Taxi System is

capable of generating big profits for

any group of business professionals

prepared to put drivers first and not

last. Quite probably as soon as the

faces of Colin Evans & Co. no

longer fit at Heathrow the whole of

the Taxi System is going to come up

for grabs and go to the highest

bidder 

Terms and 

Conditions for Drivers 
Another matter brought to the

CAA’s attention by the LCDC

concerns the absence of a Notice

Board displaying up to date terms

and conditions relating to use of the

Taxi System. BAA acknowledges

that a contract comes into existence

between an individual London taxi

driver and BAA when the driver

hands over the £6.54 gate money.

But BAA is arguing that it doesn’t

have to update the terms and

conditions of the contract even

though the existing terms and

conditions document was put

together 10 years ago in 2002. As a

matter of law, albeit civil law and not

criminal law, all the rules of the Taxi

System have got to be clearly

displayed on a large notice at or

near the entrance to the main

feeder park. Given that £0.78 of the

£6.54 charge to enter the System

isn’t retained by BAA, drivers have a

right to see in documented form

exactly where the £0.78 element of

their gate money goes. 
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L.C.D.C hails victory

for common sense in

Westminster

The West End today hailed a

monumental victory as 

London's flagship council

scrapped the proposed

nightlife tax for good and

admitted: "We got it wrong."
Business leaders, politicians,

residents and night workers united

in celebration after Westminster

council leader Colin Barrow

announced the parking charge

scheme was dead following a bitter

five-month conflict.

The dramatic U-turn came during a

meeting of Tory councillors when Mr

Barrow, who announced his

resignation last week, conceded that

he had failed to listen to Londoners.

He said: "It has been forcibly

brought home to us by the

campaign that we need to pay

attention to the economy not only of

Westminster but the wider area of

London and that's what we've now

decided to do."

An official commission will be set

up to look at new ways of tackling

congestion in the heart of London,

while not damaging business. Lee

Rowley, the Westminster cabinet

member in charge of parking, said 

the commission should represent

all shades of opinion - including

"people who did not agree with us".

The council's decision brings to an

end one of the most divisive and

damaging rows in the recent history

of London local government.

A coalition of residents,

businesses, religious groups and

workers - backed by the Evening

Standard - was forged to fight the

plans. Mr Barrow wanted to charge

up to £4.80 an hour to park

throughout the West End in the

evenings and on Sunday

afternoons, abolishing the tradition

of free parking in the heart of the

city.

A High Court challenge which had

delayed the introduction of the

charges until after the Olympics will

now be dropped.

Boris Johnson, an outspoken

opponent of the fees, said he was

"relieved" the proposals would not

go ahead.

Double Michelin-starred chef

Michel Roux Jnr, of Mayfair's Le

Gavroche, said: "I am delighted that

common sense has prevailed and

the livelihoods of small, family-run

businesses and low-income

employees are hopefully now much

safer."

Ian Haworth of Haworth

Associates PR, which organised the

Westending campaign against the

charges, said: "This is the best

possible news for the people who

visit, live and work in the West

End."

Nightclub owner Peter String-

fellow said: "I'm amazed it had to

go so far. Anyone with any sense

would have realised it wasn't right

from the word go." However, amid

the jubilation there was still concern

that the council's conversion of five

miles of yellow lines from single to

double is not being reversed.

The council has just converted

sections of 199 roads into "double

yellows", carrying a penalty of £130.

A spokesman for West End

restaurateur Richard Caring, a

leading campaigner against the

parking restrictions, said there may

yet be a High Court bid to fight the

yellow lines plan.

The council also faced criticism of

the estimated £1 million spent on

preparing for the introduction of the

£4.80-per hour charges, originally

scheduled for January 9. A total of

£200,000 was spent on signs alone. 

Paul Dimoldenberg, leader of the

authority's Labour group, said:

"There needs to be a full inquiry

into why the council ignored

everyone until today and why it

acted in such a high-handed and

irresponsible way. 

"This whole fiasco has cost

Westminster council tax payers at

least £1 million at a time when

huge cuts are being made to front-

line services." He also called for

Mr Rowley's resignation.

But Mr Rowley, applauded at the

councillors' meeting last night, said

he would stay in his post at least

until a new leader is elected next

month.

He added: "We tried - with a

consultation and a discussion

about parking which started over a

year ago - to talk to people about

how we saw the West End working

as regards transport.

"We recognise some of our ideas

did not command public support.

This decision marks the end of the

charging proposals we agreed in

2011 and the start of a fresh

approach to parking."

Westminster finally axes nightlife tax

All taxi driver license fees frozen for 3rd year running
Fares up 5.3%

Westminster parking charges: The scheme

is dead following a bitter five-month

conflict

The Transport for

London board has

approved a 5.3% uplift in

London Taxi fares to be

effective from Saturday

14th April. This increase

will be evenly distributed

across all 3 tariff

ratesand will include a

20p increase in the flag

fall from £2.20 to £2.40. 
This increase is calculated

by reference to the cost

index which combines the

movement in national

earnings and with any

changes in taxi operating

costs incurred during the

twelve month period ending

January 13th 2012. 
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Boris replies to L.C.D.C chairman

Help us 
help you 
to secure 
our future

Don’t delay
... join today!

020 7394 5553
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Of all the things that the Mayor is

responsible for Transport is the most

significant it accounts for roughly

67% of the Mayors Budget and the

organisation that is tasked with

managing London’s transport is

Transport for London.  Unfortunately

TfL has become a bureaucratic

behemoth. It employs more than

18000 staff, nearly 400 of who earn

more than £100, 000.

There has been much criticism of TfL

in the past and it has a reputation for

being ‘rude and unresponsive’ with

complaints falling on deaf ears.

Many passenger groups have all but

failed to receive an adequate hearing to

air their grievances about poor service

and overrunning engineering projects

that blight their daily lives as people

struggle to get to and from work.

When most people think of transport in

London they thing mainly of tubes,

busses and trains; but TfL’s control

does not stop there, they are also

responsible for a significant part of the

road network as well including the

Congestion Charge and Low Emission

Zones. Here TfL’s attitude is even

worse, where, rather than the

presumption of innocence that we

(currently) enjoy under the British legal

system there is the presumption of guilt

and it is up to you to prove your

innocence. The recent expansion of the

scope of the LEZ has left many vehicle

owners with no choice but to scrap

perfectly serviceable vehicles, with valid

M.O.Ts, just because they do not fit the

more stringent criteria introduced by

Boris this year. 

The first that many people knew of the

new rules were when they received

letters telling them that from 3rd

January this year their vehicles would

no longer be compliant and they would

no longer drive in London without either,

paying a daily charge of £100 or fitting a

costly filter. And how did TfL determine

which vehicles were or were not

compliant? They simply used the date

of registration, ignoring the fact that this

in no way reflected the type of engine

fitted in any particular vehicle. This

meant that many owners then had to

battle with TfL to prove that they

vehicles were actually complaint. 

I believe what lies at the heart of the

problem with TfL is that they act as

judge, jury and executioner and are

staffed by administrators on fixed (and

in some cases very generous) salaries

who have no concept of how it is to run

a business where there are no

guarantees.

It is for reasons such as these that the

licenced cab trade finds itself having to

operate under ever restrictive rules.

What right do TfL have to decide that

you cannot operate a cab that is more

than 15 years old. If it has a valid M.O.T

and passes its annual inspection why

shouldn’t it be able to ply for hire on the

streets of London?

Perhaps the greatest criticism of TfL is

not that it is a law unto itself, but that it

does not apply its own rules equally. TfL

is happy to tell the black cab trade how

they must operate and are very quick to

crack down on any transgressions, but

at the same time, even though there

are rules effecting how the private hire

trade operates they seem to turn a blind

eye to any of their transgressions.

There is no doubt that the greatest

threat to the licenced cab trade comes

from the encroachment of private hire

operators breaking the rules and directly

touting for business from the streets,

whether it be directly or through the use

of ‘clip –board Johnnies’. No matter how

many times this is reported nothing ever

seems to be done.   

One of the Mayor’s principal duties in

delivering an integrated transport

strategy for London is to ensure that it

is; safe, reliable and affordable. 

During a recent court case, which was

more to do with a police operation that

TfL enforcement, Richmond’s Safer

Transport Command’s Sergeant Steve

Davis made the point that: “If a minicab

picks a passenger up on the street,

they’re immediately rendered

uninsured. The implication for

passengers is that if there is an

accident, they’re not covered.

Clearly by failing to tackle the ever

growing problem of private hire

operators plying for higher TfL is putting

at risk the lives of the travelling public.

And if this were not bad enough TfL has

admitted that their desire to sell-off the

compliance and licensing departments

at Palestra and move them out of the

capital, would reduce the total number

of compliance staff; all this at a time

when reported assaults by minicab

drivers  are at an all-time high. Perhaps

it would be better if there were fewer

people at TfL making new rules and

more people enforcing the existing

ones.

Although a number of jobs have

already been shed at TfL I believe as

UKIP’s candidate for Mayor there is a

lot more that needs to be done to make

fit for purpose. I will ensure that TfL

becomes much more open and

transparent and make it more

accountable for the decisions it makes

and the way it operates.

Cutting TfL down to size
Lawrence Webb
- U.K.I.P Mayoral candidate

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com



Alan’s Angle

Taxi rank changes

London Bridge Station

A new covered taxi rank will open

next to the Hammersmith & City

line Underground station. The

rank will provide direct access

for passengers to and from the

mainline station and will be fully

accessible.

• Access for taxis to and from 

the rank will be from Bishop’s

Bridge Road using a new 

junction adjacent to Sheldon 

Square.

• A small feeder rank will 

remain on Bishop’s Bridge 

Road, with a call forward 

system being introduced to 

help entry to the new rank

• There will be a new drop off

point within the taxi facility.

• City of Westminster is

proposing a larger feeder rank

within the Harrow Road gyratory

system

The bus station re-development

at London Bridge is due to be

completed by May 2012, and the

new taxi rank will provide extra

capacity for taxis.

The next phase of the re-

development works will begin

on Monday 30 January and will

run until 2 March 2012.

This phase will involve

changes for taxis whilst work

takes place and there may be

increased congestion on the

station forecourt.

The head of the rank will

continue to be adjacent to the

exit of the station. 

However, the taxi feeder lane

on Station Approach will no

longer be in use. 

Instead, taxis will feed onto the

head of the rank from the far

side of the station, opposite to

where the current feeder lane is.

Taxis should therefore enter

the bus station and move to the

right when they pass under the

viaduct in order to join the back

of the feeder rank queue.

Taxi marshals will be on site to

help drivers make the best use

of rank space during this

period, and drivers are asked to

follow the marshals'

instructions to maximise the

available capacity.

From Sunday 12 February there will be changes in and around Paddington station, which will allow construction of the Crossrail

station to get underway.

• A new taxi rank will open next  to the Hammersmith & City line Underground station

• Departures Road and the current taxi rank (on the west side of the station) will be closed permanently

• Eastbourne Terrace will close to all vehicles (including buses and 

taxis) for about two years

• The entrances on Eastbourne Terrace to and from the mainline station will close until  the Crossrail works are complete

Once again it appears that

Westminster Council is

applying the “one rule for the

licensed taxi trade and another

for the private hire trade”. 

You can see from the notice

from LT&PH issued 31st

January. After consultating with

Martin Low of  Westminster

Council. It would appear that Mr

Low is concerned that drivers are

abusing Taxi rank facilities in

Gillingham Street SW1.

Apparently some drivers are

leaving their vehicles

unattended, causing congestion

in the area.

Whilst we at LCDC do not in

any way condone drivers parking

on busy working ranks, it smacks

of sheer hypocrisy that any such

notice as ever been issued to

private hire concerning parking

on taxi ranks and a total blind

eye policy with private hire

parking on double yellow lines all

over Westminster. 

Recently Westminster had to

abandon there new night time

parking regulations due to be

introduced this year due to public

pressure. Westminster stated

that the reason they was bringing

the new reduce congestion we

would respectfully point out that

a far easier would be to enforce

illegally parked private hire

vehicles.

Paddington Station changes

Westminster 
double standards

thelcdc@aol.com
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P.H outrage at new Charing X rank

*Reproduced with kind permission from PHC Magazine
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Member’s letters
Dear Sirs,

I would like to say Thank You to the club for helping me in a recent

discrepency I had with a cyclist, being a member of LCDC I was

able to call on the services of Paytons Solicitors for legal advise

and representation, they sent Mr. O’Connor who was a top man

and made me feel at ease with the situation i was in. 

I am so glad i became a member of LCDC for just £15.00 a month as it

was the best decision i made. I would urge other cabbies

to join the club for peace of mind, knowing you can get legal help and

advise as you never know when you may need them!

I have been a cabbie for nearly 20 years - never been involved in an

incident with a cyclist before. To cut a long story short i didnt report the

incident to the police ( which happended back in August 2011 ) but i did

give all my details to the cyclist who obviously decided to go the police

and report me.

About 6 - 8 weeks later i received a letter from the police asking me to

confirm my details for failing to report an 'accident', i replied confirming

and thought no more of it until 2 weeks before xmas City of London

Police rang me to request i go into the station and make a recorded

statement under caution which obviously i did but  i called Paytons and

Mr. O’Connor was sent to represent me the following day. We heard just

over a week later that the police would take no further action.

Many thanks to LCDC and Mr. O’Connor at Paytons.

Steve Hurley

Bexley

Dear Grant & LCDC,

I cannot thank the club enough for the immense work you have

all done, at considerable risk and cost to yourselves, in finally

doing something to restore our reputation with the public,

minimise further misrepresentation (duping customers) and

regain standards.  A few drivers are reticent to display their

professional credentials but my doctor and dentist display both

their full name and credentials at their work address (sometimes

their home) to be viewed by thousands.  That same self-

destructing negativity to minor change by sections of our

profession was evident over receipt printers, wheelchair

adaptations and emission reductions.  

It is now clear that the problem is much bigger than most

drivers understood it to be and no doubt this forced TfL to act on

your campaigning.   Many of the complaints I receive from

customers appear to be due to hailing a driver working out of

sector and lacking the relevant Knowledge; but even more

serious is that regular cab users pick-up on a driver’s out-of-

sync’ demeanour causing unease between all parties.  It takes

audacity, even criminality, to steal from fellow cabbies whilst

sticking two fingers up at the police, the Mayor, TfL and

customers that are paying premium fares for the renowned

Green Badge skill.  Lost earnings of £5,000 per year are

overshadowed by the damage this touting has done to our

reputation. Hopefully Greens can now rebuild and TfL address

policies needed to raise Yellow Badge earnings in the suburbs.

Personally I would be willing to pay a levy on my licence to help

funding expansion of our renowned taxi service across Greater

London; the alternative to expansion is to gradually fade away

like the dinosaur; whether Green or Yellow.  

Yours Truly, The 7thEstate 

Dear Grant,

I would just like to say a big thank you to you and your committee 

for the Introduction of the Identifiers. Had it not been for the Club then

I know that these would not be with us now. It seems that the LCDC go

were others fear to tread, and long may it continue to do so. well done.

Lee Maynard

Dear LCDC,

Well done, I have had to listen to all the doubters in the cafe for

thelast year telling me that the Identifiers were not coming in. It is great

news forall us hard working green badge drivers who have seen yellow

badge drivers we all know coming in and working where they should

not be. You have safeguarded my income, thank you very very much.

Tom Neal

Dear Editor,

Well done chaps for having the bollocks to stand up for the lawful

rights of all us green badge drivers and the genuine yellow badge

drivers who work their proper sectors. 

Alan Clough

Dear Grant,

Following months of phone calls to the office telling you I’d heard

that the I.D’s were a dead duck, I’m glad I listened to you when you

told me to stop listening to rumours and trust the club. Well done.

J. Wickes

thelcdc@aol.com
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Hailo, a new technology platform

co-founded by three London

Licensed Taxi Drivers, Gary

Jackson, Terry Runham and

Russell Hall.  They aim to turn on

its head the way black cab

drivers manage their working

day. 
Hailo is, above all, a taxi tool to help

cabbies work together to reclaim their

work, increasing their efficiency, finding

more jobs through a network exclusive

to London Licensed Taxi Drivers,

delivered through a free iPhone and

android application. Hailo is TfL

approved and backed by Wellington

Partners and Atomico Ventures, the

investors in Spotify and founder of

Skype.

Developed with cabbies for

cabbies, Hailo’s key features

include:
• Accepts card payments: Never turn 

down a card fare again. Uniquely, 

Hailo lets drivers take card 

payments with no additional 

equipment and with no extra cost to

the passenger. Drivers are only 

charged at cost. (4% processing 

charge)

• No monthly subscriptions: Use of 

the Hailo network is free. Drivers 

only pay a small commission on 

jobs sent to drivers directly by 

Hailo.

• Geo-located, realtime, and driver-

to-driver events:Hailo provides 

driver-enhanced info on ranks, 

bursts and traffic events. These are 

delivered so drivers won’t receive 

an update that isn’t relevant to their 

location, and allows drivers to 

confirm and update events, 

ensuring they are always relevant 

and right up to date

• Advanced driver stats: Say goodbye

to your logbook. Hailo allows 

drivers to record and manage their 

own fares and earnings securely, 

with up-to-the-minute stats and 

graphs of downtime, dead-miles, 

and progress towards personal 

earnings targets.

• Community and chat features:Hailo 

is an exclusive community for 

London Licensed Taxi Drivers, and 

offers free tools to make their day 

more fun by keeping them in touch 

with their mates.

Hailo is resolving a long standing 

need to match drivers and passengers

effectively with no middlemen.

Immediate benefits to cabbies on the

Hailo network include notifications

about empty ranks, road closures,

events happening in town, bursts, and

traffic updates in real-time at the touch

of a button, enriched by driver-to-driver

updates.

Russell said “How many times have

you been stuck in traffic? Missed a

valuable job because you can’t take a

credit card? Or driven around aimlessly

not knowing where the work is? Hailo

will eradicate that – geo-located real-

time information goes directly to the

Hailo app which also works as a credit

card terminal. Hailo makes your shifts

more profitable. Why would a cab driver

be without the Hailo network? It’s

another string to your bow.”

Hailo is non-exclusive and

complimentary to any other service

drivers may use.  Hailo is giving

millions of Londoners two-tap access to

book, pay, and tip black cabs. Hailo’s

open and automated matchmaking

engine will ensure black cab drivers get

customers who are best, not just

closest, with the goal of increasing

service experience and tips to drivers.

Russell continued, “Hailo is well

funded and here to stay. Once we have

opened the network to customers, Hailo

will help cabbies start to reclaim some

of the business which has been lost to

other forms of transport, and provide

customers access to a service they

really want.”

Hailo is an invitation-only network,

and over 3000 drivers have already

joined up. If you would like to speak

to them, either pop down to 51 Gt

Suffolk St, tweet them at

@HailoDrivers or register at

http://hailocab.com

Hailo shows the way forward

Terry Runham, Gary Jackson and Russell Hall, the cabbies behind Hailo
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OK, SO most of us have received

our green stickers by now and,

as you have no doubt seen, many

drivers have displayed them

already. We now have three

identifiers on the outside of our

cabs – plate number, registration

number and now our badge

number. This all came about

because we had a scream-up

about yellow badge drivers

coming into town and nicking our

work. Yes, many of them were

guilty of that, but so are 60,000

minicab drivers. Anyway, we all

knew that the easiest way into

green badge territory was via a

radio circuit that just wanted to

cover the work.

Well, we’re stuck with it now but,

personally, I think it is another one

of those schemes thought up by the

Ministry of Silly Ideas (aka the PCO)

somewhere on a par with the

receipt printers. Bored customers

will no doubt peel the sticker

holders off the rear window and

drivers who rent will need to

remember to swap their stickers

over. If their memory is anything like

mine then there will be a lot of cabs

going around with the wrong badge

number displayed – and the

implications of that could be nasty.

Those in ‘authority’ never seem

to weigh up the consequences of

their brainwaves. They never go into

‘what-if’ mode. They just go ahead

and do it and we all suffer. For

example, about a year ago

someone at Heathrow thought it

would be a good idea to install

ANPR (Automatic Number Plate

Recognition) systems at the flyers.

A white van appeared, full of

bearded boffins surrounded by an

array of computers that the FBI

would have been envious of. They

were monitoring the entrance of

cabs into the feeder park, so I

walked over and told them they

were wasting their time. Their

condescending smiles almost

shouted ‘Who the f*** do you think

you are?’ It was a stand-off – one

cab driver against a mob of

intellectual beardies. Then I

explained to them that any driver

could theoretically turn up at the

airport on the same day in up to

three different taxis (all with different

registration numbers). How, I asked,

are you going to program that into

your computers? They looked at

each other, scratched their heads

and pulled their beards before

packing up and leaving. They

haven’t been seen since. You see,

they couldn’t take in the information

that we all have one number unique

to each driver – our badge number.

Now that is displayed in the

windscreen I’ve a feeling they may

be back with BNR (Badge Number

Recognition).

We got off lightly, really, with just

a sticker showing our badge

number. Why didn’t the PCO also

put our names and addresses,

National Insurance Number and

inside leg measurements on the

stickers, too? That way, any punter

fed up with the traffic jams caused

by Boris’s road works could get

revenge by sending us a letter

bomb; illegal immigrants could copy

our NI number and we wouldn’t

need a tape measure the next time

we went into Primark for a cheap

pair of trousers.

Perhaps, to show willing and a

measure of comradeship everybody

working at the PCO should also be

made to display a sticker in their car

windows which reads: ‘I’m a prick –

a little one’.

THE HEATHROW 

GATE MONEY
A letter in a recent issue of TAXI

extols the virtue of the HALTS

voucher system and infers that it

has given us a reduction in the

Feeder Park entrance fee from

£6.54 to £6.00. Nothing could be

further from the truth. The reduction

came about mainly because the

payments for the current computer

system were coming to an end and

the surplus was used to reduce the

entry fee. However, there is a new

system to be installed in the not too

distant future and this will need to

be paid for and will shove the fees

back up again.

The sad truth is that the reason

the entry fee is so high is partly due

to the excessive amount of money

we have to pay to HALTS – way

above the amount needed to run

the desks, which is what the HALT

levy was originally intended for.

I would also point out that the

HALTS website is generating very

little extra work at the airport with

the result that, in desperation, they

are intercepting our jobs at the taxi

desks and cajoling them into paying

by credit card at 11.5% plus a

handling charge in excess of £3. All

those voucher jobs that are filtering

through cannot be claimed as

having come from the website – the

vast majority of them were jobs that

were heading for the rank anyway.

Don’t get me wrong; I’ve wished

Colin Evans of HALTS every

success with the website and look

forward to it generating more work,

but that won’t happen for quite a

while. In the meantime, as an LCDC

airport rep, I will resist any attempts

by HALTS to hijack work that should

be simply brought to the rank for the

drivers to deal with. Don’t forget –

it’s the drivers who pay for the

desks.

I can assure the writers of that

letter that all the Heathrow reps

from UNITE, LCDC, HATDU and the

LTDA have had many intense

negotiations with Steve Bogg of

BAA and it is only through these

negotiations and convincing

arguments, statistic presentations

and examination of breakdown

figures that we have achieved any

extra reduction of the Feeder Park

entrance fee.

It’s encouraging that younger

drivers are getting into the politics of

the taxi trade because it’s their

future they need to protect it but,

please, get the full story from the

guys who are doing the negotiating.

Most of us can be found in the

airport canteen and would be happy

to have a chat, because if we don’t

all pull in the same direction then

we could lose the airport to the

scabs. By the way, I’m the ugly git

with grey hair who sits over by the

window with the Gout Gang.

PS. Since writing this I’ve

exchanged emails with the writer of

the letter – Chris – and he seems a

genuine guy with a true concern for

the taxi trade at Heathrow. Chris,

and other drivers like him, are the

ones who will be carrying the trade

forward in the future – simply

because they care and are

prepared to take an active interest

in the politics, which are

complicated and essential to the

taxi trade at the Flyers. We really

could do with a few more like him

and I look forward to meeting him

face to face over a cuppa.

TAKE NOTE, BORIS
A recent snippet in the excellent

Skyport newspaper that we get at

Heathrow caught my eye. It

mentions a poll of over 250

business travel agents and it

revealed four things they wanted to

avoid: Ryanair, easyjet, Charles de

Gaulle and London. No wonder

we’re waiting so long for a fare from

the flyers when so many business

people want to avoid our great city.

I wonder what’s putting them off.

Could it be the million road works

going on at any one time and

making them late for meetings and

flights? Or maybe it’s the draconian

parking regulations and sneaky

cameras that have kept them away.

Whatever the reason, with only

three months to go to the mayoral

elections, it must be a statistic that

Boris would not want London’s

business people to be aware of. But

now they are. Sorry, Boris, but

you’ve done next to nothing to help

London get moving. Don’t worry,

though – the cyclists will vote for

you. Just get a grip Bozza –

because we don’t want another

dose of Ken.

TAXI SPARES IN 

LIVERPOOL STREET
While you roast on the Liverpool

Street rank you can now nip out of

the cab and get hold of some of

those essential items such as

receipt pads, bulbs, spare parts,

money bags and just about

everything else you might need to

make driving a cab a teeny bit

easier. Ilyas of Fever Cab Spares

now sells his wares in the Shoe

Repair shop (also dry cleaning and

key cutting) situated at 28 Liverpool

Street – right next to the rank. The

shop is open Mon-Fri 7am till 6pm.

And, as a service to night drivers

Ilyas will be there until 11pm on

Mondays and Fridays.

Regulars at the airport will know

Ilyas well as he has been serving

the trade there for many years. He

tells me that you can order spare

taxi parts from him on 07984

473111 and pick them up the next

day from the Liverpool Street shop

or his stand at the Heathrow

canteen..

Ilyas is a great fan of the London

taxi trade and will always go that

extra mile to help you out. So, next

time you are stuck on the rank at

the Liver (or Heathrow) pop in and

treat yourself to some taxi

essentials. And, don’t forget, you

can also get a key cut or have your

trousers dry-cleaned.

The return of 
The Nut Behind The Wheel 

thelcdc@aol.com
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WITH THE Cheltenham Festival just

around the corner trainers are

looking to give their horses their final

preparation before the festival.

Two of the best trial races are held on

the same weekend.  In England on the

11th February we have the Bet Fair

Handicap Hurdle at Newbury run over

2m half a furlong and in Ireland we have

the Hennessy Gold Cup chase run over

3m at Leopardstown on the 12th

February.

Hennessy Gold Cup – Leopardstown

Let’s start with the Irish race first.

Favourite for the race is the Jonjo

O’Neill trained Synchronised (5/2) who

was a very impressive winner of the

Lexus Chase run just after Christmas.  I

was at his stables on 22nd December

and he told me he must have very soft

ground but won the Lexus on good

ground so maybe the horse goes on

any ground, so whatever the conditions

he will go close.

Quel Esprit (5/1), trained by the in form

Willie Mullins, has come back to form

and was impressive on his last start.

Anything Willie Mullins enters for these

big races must be given the upmost

respect.  He needs to finish in the first

three here to qualify for the Grand

National.  However my idea of the

winner is Quito de la Roque (9/1).  This

horse was third behind Synchronised in

the Lexus and there appeared to be no

excuses.  Those who follow The

Marksman will remember he was given

as one of the five to follow this season.

I personally don’t feel he gave his true

running that day and I think he will

reverse form with Synchronised and I

make him a 3 point win bet.

Bet Fair Handicap Hurdle 2m half a

furlong – Newbury 

This is a £152,000 handicap and as

you can imagine has attracted a large

and competitive field.  Here are four

who I think stand out.  

Final Approach trained by Willie

Mullins in Ireland won at Cork on his

last start and as followers of the column

know he did us a big turn when winning

at the Cheltenham Festival last year at

a generous 10/1.  If he comes over for

the race he will be a big player (current

odds 16/1)

Saldatino trained by Nicky Henderson,

who has a great record in this race, a

former winner of the Triumph Hurdle at

Cheltenham, he ran fifth in this race last

year carrying 11st 8lb off a weight of

10st 9lb and should give a very good

account of himself (current odds 12/1).

Bobby Ewing, this horse trained by

David Pipe, is interesting because he

hasn’t been on a race track since

beating the very useful Menorah in a

novice hurdle in 2009.  He has an entry

in the Champion Hurdle which suggests

he is going well at home and could be

thrown in off bottom weight of 10st

(current odds 16/1).

As regular followers of The Marksman

know the main horse to follow this

season is Zarkander, winner of last

year’s Triumph Hurdle at the festival.

He is my selection for this year’s

Champion Hurdle.  Paul Nicholls, his

trainer, has said that this horse will have

one run and then go straight to

Cheltenham.  Although he has several

entries this now appears to be the

target.  Off weight of 10st 12lb he

should take all the beating and if he is,

as I think he is, a serious Champion

Hurdle horse, he surely must be

considered a good thing off this weight

in a handicap.  I hope, and indeed

expect, him to win and make him a 5

point maximum bet (current odds 9/2).

Just a word of caution however, the

Champion Hurdle is his main target and

he won’t be fully wound up for this but I

do think his class will see him home.

Next month will be an in depth article

covering the Cheltenham Festival. Last

year we showed our best ever profit,

let’s hope we can do the same!

Until then, be lucky and don’t give
too much to those awful bookie
chappies!

The Marksman

Promises kept

Happy New Year Campers how

has it been so far then? Lots to

tell you about. I have heard a

whisper that locog are re

thinking the Olympic Route

Network and that cars may be

able to use them after all. Stand

by for more on that. The

Mayors Deputy for Transport

Isabel Dedring is coming in to

answer to you on my show this

month. 

Talking of the Mayor there is an

election this year don’t you know?

Boris Johnson has announced that

he is reducing, by 1% his share of

the council tax. Whoopee!!! I got

really excited til Ken Livingstone

pointed out that this amounted to

£3.10 a year.

The politics of envy was alive and

kicking in January with the new boss

of RBS bowing to public and political

pressure and turning down his

£963,000 bonus. I know the bonus

is obscene but if I had negotiated a

bonus with my boss based on my

achievement over a year I would

have taken it wouldn’t you? Look at

it this way; are we going to like him

getting that bonus next year or the

year after?

Great news that Tottenham

Hotspur have trashed out a deal with

Haringey Council and the Mayor’s

office to make sure spurs stay in

North London and do not take over

the Olympic Park. Think Mr Levi

played a blinder. After those riots of

August there was no way they could

let the club leave. This is a win, win

for everybody. All the club need now

is Champions League football and

they are certainly well positioned; but

Saha?

Talking of the Olympics I was

hosting a do for the good and the

great at Westfield Stratford at the

end of Jan when one of the

dignitaries made a joke that fell flat

on its face. I wonder how you

cabbies feel about it but don’t say I

said else I will get in trouble.

He gets up on the stage and refers

to the Australian boss of Westfield

Stratford who is in attendance. “I

went to Australia the other day and

they said “Excuse me sir do you

have a criminal record? No sir I

didn’t know you still needed one.

Silence.

These flaming politically correct

types.

Some guy called me on the mobile

and asks me if I want to do comedy

on a cruise ship. I know I am being

silly but........

John Terry is accused of a racially

aggravated public order offence

towards Anton Ferdinand in a

league game last year. The case will

be heard after the European

Championships but I imagine the

conversation will now move towards

whether he can be expected to

effectively captain the team in such

circumstances. In any case Terry

and Rio Ferdinand have been

England’s No1 Central Defensive

pairing for the best part of the last

decade and though neither is as

good as they were it will certainly

make for an interesting dressing

room.

Sorry it has been a bit random this

month but that is the way my mind

works sometimes. Have a great

month and look out for that Cabbie

Gold

Eddie Nestor 

BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 

RumShop: Fridays from 10pm 

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black

Manchester United Redcast

by Edgy Eddie Nestor
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The Girl with the
Dragon Tatttoo
(18)
Worth a mention and if you can still

catch it, David Fincher’s version of

Stieg Larsson's incredibly popular

novel "The Girl with the Dragon

Tattoo" is really brought to life on

the big screen. Although a Swedish

version of the book was made a

couple of years ago and, in

general, American remakes are

usually weaker and unnecessary,

this is better than the previous

adaptation as it uses more

elements and themes in the book

on screen.

The story is set in Sweden where a

disgraced reporter, Mikael Blomvist

(Daniel Craig) is hired by a wealthy

family to investigate an unsolved

murder in their history, and is then

teamed with the investigator who

shamed him, an eccentric, antisocial

young woman Lisabeth Salander

(Rooney Mara). Both actors are terrific

and convincing, as are the supporting

cast including Christopher Plummer

and Stellan Skarsgard.

This is not a movie for the faint of

heart. Billed on its release as the “Feel

bad movie of the year” It does contain

some upsetting scenes. Although they

are, arguably, justified in the long run

and the particular use of an Enya

song during one scene will never be

listened to in quite the same way

again! Also effective is the use of

Trent Reznor’s version of Led

Zepplin’s ‘The Immigrant Song’ over

an amazing title sequence, it sets the

tone perfectly for the rest of the film.  

GREEN LIGHT

The
Descendants
(15) 
It’s that time of year and all

the awards season films are

upon us. The Descendants is

the first film Alexander Payne

has made since Sideways, his

2004 rueful comedy about

middle-aged men who drink

copious amounts of fine wine

whilst dealing with life, love

and their shortcomings.

This story follows a middle-

aged Hawaiian lawyer Matt King

(George Clooney) whose wife

now lies in a coma after being

injured in a speedboat accident.

As he struggles to bring his

somewhat dysfunctional family

together to deal with her

impending death, he finds out

his wife was cheating on him.

He also has to deal with his

extended family with how to sell

the last virgin piece of Hawaiian

land owned by the King family

(hence the title) and of which

Matt is the sole trustee, and, of

course, the discovery and

confrontation of the man who

was sleeping with his wife.

Clooney's character says at the

start of the film “...just because

you live in Hawaii doesn’t mean

everything is fun in the sun all

the time” and the film is more

thought provoking than funny.

Although it doesn’t match up to

his previous effort Sideways, it is

still worth the price of a ticket at

your local cinema

RED – Stop, don’t bother

wasting your money

AMBER – It’s alright, go if

you want. Or wait for the

DVD 

GREEN – Put your foot

down, go and see it.

Film 2011 
by Norman Barry

GREEN LIGHT
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For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£6.50 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

London Taxi Hire
TX1s, TX2s, TX4s

Great deals
Great service
Great backup

Call: 07817 458 565
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Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for £56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

CLUB CLASS 
PACKAGE

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Piece of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW AIRPORT
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport

working hard on the 

trades behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint

Ranks committee working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “ Cab 

Trades “ reaction. The 

Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with

the Mayors Office, TFL ,

LTPH, Corporation Of 

London, BAA, and all Local

Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 

your badge and bill due to

your health? As a member 

of the Club, we can 

alleviate the stress by 

dealing with the 

authorities on your behalf.
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OFFICE HOURS

Club Office hours are between 10:00am and 5:30pm

each day Monday through Friday.

You can call in to discuss Sickness and Accident Insurance and 

Membership Enquiries, or any complaints and/or summonses incurred 

whilst driving your taxi at work.

You may also telephone for an appointment to speak with an 

Officer of the Club on any of the above matters in the strictest of confidence.

Call 0207 394 5553

0208 732 5525

Also at Devonshire House Stanmore HA7 IJ8

Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax
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C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

�Overhauls
�Servicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING

FAIRWAY
FOR SALE

Taxi fairway driver n reg 1996 
red vinyl roof sun roof auto 

plated till 12/12/2012. 
Taxed, new power steering box,

new master cylinder, 
4 new tyres all fitted when

overhauled very good condition,
drives very well driver retiring, 

still has meter in it, 
all ready to go to work, 

very nice cab, 
ALL FOR £1795 

tel: 01304852700  or 07530349112




